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Topicality of Research: the necessity of substantiation the theoretical foundations of
the correct selection of the techniques and methods of teaching foreign students Russian
accent as means of communication.

The aim of the Thesis: to determine methods of improving overall performance of the
accent in the chinese speaking audience for the pu{pose of enriching the communicative
competence of students at the phonetic-phonological revel.

The Tasks:

- to define the main features of the Russian verbal accent;

- to work out techniques and methods of teaching Chinese students Russian verbal
accent;

- to compose a sYstem of phonetic exercises directed to the formation and ccneciion
of pronunciation skills of Chinese students

Conclusion: There has been determined the main features and rules of the Russian
verbal accent, detected the fact that the accent in the Russian language is a specific
feature of every word, in this case the importance of accent presents one of the means
used for differentiating words, gramm atical forms of words, stylistic nuance of words.
There has been developed ways of establishing and improving the techniques and
methods of teaching Chinese students Russian verbal accent, prepared phonetic
exercises directed at forming and correction of pronunciation skills of foreign students.
Recommendations for possible usage: The facts obtained in the process of the
research may be used in developing Practice courses of the Russian language as a

foreign one and compiling textbooks of initiative phonetic courses of the Russian
language. The material can be useful for students of specialty "The Russian language as

a foreign one". The language material can also be included in linguadidactical and
practical manuals to prepare pupils for the Common State Examination and to teach the
Russian language as a foreign one.


